SPRING LECTURES 2017

Cecilia Olovudotter, PhD
Swedish Research Institute in Istanbul

Victory universal and eternal: Victoria and cosmic conceptions of victory in late-antique art and architecture

Tuesday, May 9, 2017
19:00

Dr Cecilia Olovudotter is a Marcus and Amalia Wallenberg Fellow and Senior Research Fellow at the Swedish Research Institute in Istanbul, where she currently works on a project dealing with the Roman victory goddess Victoria in Late-Roman and Early-Byzantine visual culture. A classical archaeologist and art historian, Olovudotter’s research interests revolve around Roman and Early Byzantine commemorative (triumphal, official, funerary) and religious art and architecture (2nd c. BCE-7th c. CE), with a special emphasis on repertorial, structural and contextual aspects of Roman and late-antique image composition.

RSVP: helin.topal@sri.org.tr Registration is mandatory and please bring a valid ID

Refreshments will be served after the lecture
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